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Elden Ring is an online fantasy role-playing action game created by and for fans of Japanese manga,
anime, and video games. Discover the Land of Telar and its people, explore the mythical land
between realities, and conquer the enemies of this world. In Elden Ring, you will embark on a journey
in a vast fantasy world to acquire new powers, customize your character, and develop your own
story. Powerful heroes, formidable foes, limitless battles. Gear up, rise, and be guided by grace to
brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord. Jump into the fantasy world of
Elden Ring! ABOUT THE SHOWCASE The Elden Ring Game Showcase contains the last demo of this
year (August 16th 2019), along with an information page describing the game. ALL USERS ARE
REQUIRED TO SIGN IN TO GOG.COM BEFORE JUNCTIONING TO THE SHOWCASE! Online Multiplayer
Game (Single Player) - Single player game can be accessed by anyone without an account Multiplayer game can be accessed by anyone who has an account - Multiplayer mode only allows
multiple players to play in a single room - Once a character enters another player's room, the room
enters a private session Online Multiplayer Online (Multiplayer in a single room) - Each session of
multiplayer is independent - Online Multiplayer can be accessed without creating an account Multiplayer allows up to eight players to play simultaneously - The number of players within a
multiplayer session is limited by the number of players that have joined the room and the number of
active players in the room Artwork - The art of the game takes inspiration from various worlds of
fantasy - from the Nordic countries, the Middle-Ages, the mythological world of Aztec, and from the
Japanese fantasy world. - Pictures of the environment and characters of the game are also included
in the showcase. Character Design - The original character design of Elden Ring was created by the
illustrator of the Japanese manga version: Koji Mashimo. - In Elden Ring, you can fully customize your
character in three different ways. You can change the body type, the hair, the hair style, the face,
the skin tone, the clothing, and also change the features to easily

Features Key:
Remarkable Graphics:
Full 3D Action RPG:
In addition to the quests in the beautifully crafted environments, the opposing nations that rally to
cause Chaos will also be seen, making this game a thriller.
Class and Skill System:
By flexing your character's physical and magical power, create the perfect knight who will stealthily
fulfill your mission.
Equip Items:
Equip 3 items and gain access to bonus effects such as increasing hit rate or increasing the attack
power. Become the finest hero!
Connect with 3 Scenes:
Through this advanced multiplayer feature, you can directly connect with other players to play in
seamless game world, or travel together together on a mission. The variety of scenes will open to
further interaction and immersion.
System of Active Battles:
Battle a variety of monsters, and use special skills to clear endless waves of enemies.
System of Active Quests:
Interact with characters and use skills to clear advanced stages. This is a classic aspect of the
adventure games.
System of Role Playing:
As Elden, travel to the lands of others to learn their history and battle as well.
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